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Telefónica Vivo and Ericsson 

bring next-generation TV to 

Brazil 
 First deployment of Ericsson’s new professional video chip in the Latin American market 

powers the most advanced video processing platform for TV delivery 

 Ericsson is a partner in the first 4K trial in Brazil   

 15 billion video-enabled devices expected to be connected by 2020 worldwide 

The number of TV channels continues to increase, consumers are buying larger sets and 

we are entering the era of ultra-high-definition TV (UHDTV). In this fast-developing 

scenario, Brazil’s largest communications service provider Telefónica Vivo has chosen 

Ericsson’s (NASDAQ:ERIC) AVP 4000 Encoder Family to boost its TV viewing experience 

for consumers in Brazil. Furthermore, Telefónica Vivo has begun trials to demonstrate the 

ability to provide a 4K experience in Brazil. 

With more content available for more video-enabled devices than ever before, maximizing 

video delivery over available bandwidth and multiple networks is vital to the success of 

current and future consumer TV experiences. Ericsson’s AVP 4000 is based on the 

company’s first-ever professional video chip and enables all broadcasters, TV service 

providers and operators to achieve greater velocity and efficiency in deploying new video 

services that meet consumer demand. 

Rafael Sgrott, Video and Content director of Telefónica Vivo, says: “We are excited by the 

growing demand for new, innovative TV experiences and by the countless opportunities this 

creates, so it is vital that the TV experience we provide to viewers is of the highest possible 

quality. We were pleased to draw upon the expertise and experience of Ericsson for this 

very important challenge.” 

By addressing all applications, codecs, resolutions and profiles, Ericsson’s AVP single 

platform eases integration, expansion, training, repair and upgrades, considerably lowering 

the overall cost of ownership. It offers the highest performance and broadest capability in 

the industry on a single platform across all applications, from standard definition to HD 

1080p50/60, 3DTV and UHDTV, and all codecs including MPEG-2, MPEG-4 AVC and 

JPEG 2000. 

Core to Ericsson’s AVP 4000 high-performance compression platform is Ericsson’s first 

ever in-house developed programmable video processing chip, which powers the most 

advanced video processing platform for TV delivery. The deal with Telefónica Vivo 

represents the first deployment of the chip in the Latin American market, clearly 
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demonstrating industry acceptance of the chip’s ability to provide the highest-performance 

video-processing power. The chip delivers the necessary performance and control to 

develop and implement algorithms required to achieve the highest bandwidth efficiency 

across all delivery networks. 

Ronaldo Dias, Head of TV Compression, Latin America, Ericsson, says: “This is a 

breakthrough deal for Ericsson as it’s the first deployment in Latin America of the Ericsson 

AVP 4000 powered by our new video chip, as well as our first video-processing contract 

with Vivo – reaffirming our long-term innovation partnership with Telefónica. We are the 

only vendor that can blend a deep insight into consumer habits, expertise in the fields of 

networks, consulting and systems integration along with 20 years of video- compression 

technology leadership to help operators maximize their revenue opportunities in this rapidly 

evolving area of media consumption.” 

Ericsson predicts that by 2020, there will be 50 billion connected devices, 15 billion of which 

will be video-enabled. To meet changing consumer demands, operators must deploy new 

services within the constraints created by limited bandwidth, spectrum and legacy networks. 

Ericsson’s compression team has been instrumental in developments that helped trigger 

the transformation of the TV landscape, and has been recognized with multiple Emmy 

Awards – including one in 2008 for the pioneering development and deployment of MPEG-4 

AVC systems for HDTV. 

   

NOTES TO EDITORS 

Media Kit: Ericsson’s role in the TV industry 

Time to Play - Media Vision 2020 

Ericsson defines the consumer TV experience of 2020 

Ericsson to enable global video platform for Telefónica Digital 

Ericsson supports Terra for 3D and HD delivery of Olympic Games in Latin America 

Download high-resolution photos and broadcast-quality video at 

www.ericsson.com/pressEricsson is the driving force behind the Networked Society – a 

world leader in communications technology and services. Our long-term relationships with 

every major telecom operator in the world allow people, businesses and societies to fulfill 

their potential and create a more sustainable future.  

http://www.ericsson.com/thecompany/press/mediakits/tv-industry
http://www.ericsson.com/televisionary/media-vision-2020/
http://www.ericsson.com/news/140520-ericsson-defines-consumer-tv-experience_244099437_c
http://www.ericsson.com/news/1663941
http://www.ericsson.com/news/1629189
http://www.ericsson.com/press
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Our services, software and infrastructure – especially in mobility, broadband and the cloud 

– are enabling the telecom industry and other sectors to do better business, increase 

efficiency, improve the user experience and capture new opportunities.  

With more than 110,000 professionals and customers in 180 countries, we combine global 

scale with technology and services leadership. We support networks that connect more 

than 2.5 billion subscribers. Forty percent of the world’s mobile traffic is carried over 

Ericsson networks. And our investments in research and development ensure that our 

solutions – and our customers – stay in front.    

Founded in 1876, Ericsson has its headquarters in Stockholm, Sweden. Net sales in 2013 

were SEK 227.4 billion (USD 34.9 billion). Ericsson is listed on NASDAQ OMX stock 

exchange in Stockholm and the NASDAQ in New York. 

www.ericsson.com   
www.ericsson.com/news  
www.twitter.com/ericssonpress 
www.facebook.com/ericsson  
www.youtube.com/ericsson 
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